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Abstract 

The study is designed to show extend of applicability of satisfaction 

and accord rules to the electronic contracts through comparing the 

provisions of accord provided for in the Jordan Civil Law and Jordan e-

transactions Law to the International and Arab legislations. The study 

intended to analyze and compare legal provisions related to the accord 

premises commencing with identification of the electronic contract concept 

and its distinction from other contracts. The study handles presence of 

accord, satisfaction and validity within the electronic contracting. The 

study shows that the accord premises in the electronic contracting is within 

the traditional concept in the Jordanian Civil Law provisions with privacy 

imposed by the nature of the electronic contract being remotely concluded 

using modern communication means. 

The study problem and purpose thereof is shown while explaining 

sufficiency of the accord premises regulatory legal provisions in the civil 

law and the Jordan e-transactions law through giving answers to the study 



 

questions set by the researcher which has produced this study in its current 

shape relying on dividing it into five chapters. The chapters show the 

concept of the electronic trade and the electronic contract which is still 

within its traditional contract observing the privacy provided to this 

contract ascribed to the means used as entered into. The contract further has 

been distinguished from the traditional and other contracts of other 

peripheral systems. The prevailing general perception that the electronic 

contract is constrained to Internet concluded contracts this has driven us to 

show aspects of the electronic contract in an attempt to include all aspects 

whereby the electronic contracts may be entered into. 

The study shows through handling the presence of accord following 

the methods used for expressing will through traditional methods or created 

methods and extent of sufficiency to formalize and legalize such created 

methods.  The study shows essence of the electronic offer and handled 

special issues raised by such electronic offer like those related to distinction 

between offer, publicity, language of offer and spam.  

The study handled and addressed the electronic offer and influence 

of using new methods to express electronic acceptance like pressing ok 

button and legal processing to such method. The study also addressed 

extent of silence validity to express will in the electronic contracting and 

possibility to enforce exceptions contained in the general rules of silence 

validity of the electronic contract. The study also handled the right of the 

accepting party to recovery its acceptance and legal excogitation to the 

right in light of the absence of provision within the Jordanian e-transactions 

law. 

 The study displays the issue of time and revenue for concluding the 

electronic contract and regulatory legal provisions. 



 

The study handled validity of accord in terms of capacity due to 

enter into the electronic contract and impact of incapacity on this 

contracting. That was addressed through the general rules. The study 

addressed impact of demise or losing capacity on the electronic contracting 

in light of the absence of the general rules and the electronic translations 

law in which there is no mention to the above cases. 

The study tried to highlight the influence of different legislations on 

the capacity and applicable law through the laws conflict regulatory general 

rules. 

Finally, the study shows the impact of will flaws over the electronic 

contracting and presented applications that can be envisioned to the will 

flaws in this kind of contracts. 



 

 


